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Abstract

The observation of an anti-Stokes satellite in the spectrum of light backscattered from a CO₂ laser plasma is reported. Its origin is found to be Thomson scattering of the incident light from a counterpropagating mode-coupled plasma wave. The parent electron and ion waves in the mode-coupling process were driven by stimulated Raman and Brillouin backscattering. The parent and daughter plasma waves were detected by ruby laser Thomson scattering. A computer simulation modeling the experiment shows further cascading of the Stokes backscattered light to lower frequencies, apparently due to its rescattering by another, higher phase velocity, counterpropagating coupled mode. Comparisons with theoretical predictions are presented.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Mw, 52.35.Fp, 52.40.Nk
I Introduction

Plasma wave mode coupling is a topic of current interest primarily because it may reduce the growth rate of stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) and thereby increase the absorption of laser energy by laser-fusion plasmas. Specifically, mode coupling is predicted to trigger plasma wave collapse. It is also used to explain the double peak in half-harmonic radiation. Mode coupling occurs when an ion wave produced ripple modifies the electron plasma wave dispersion relation, allowing plasma-wave spatial harmonics to be generated. Coupled modes are observed in experiments in which the ion waves are driven by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and the electron plasma waves by either optical mixing or SRS. Barr and Chen predict their amplitudes in the latter case.

A signature of mode coupling is an anti-Stokes satellite in the backscattered spectrum with a frequency equal to the sum of the incident light wave (pump) and the plasma wave frequency. It arises from Thomson scattering of the incident light wave from a counterpropagating coupled mode. We have observed the anti-Stokes satellite in the backscattered spectrum using an image dissector. Simultaneously, we have detected with ruby Thomson scattering a counterpropagating plasma wave with the same phase velocity as is predicted for the coupled mode. Another signature is a cascading of the backscattered light to lower frequencies, due to rescattering of the SRS backscattered light from another, higher phase velocity, coupled mode. We observed in a computer simulation not only the anti-Stokes satellite, but the cascading of the backscattered light to lower frequencies as well. The amplitudes of the coupled modes inferred from both the experiment and the simulation are
consistent with the predictions of Barr and Chen⁷.

II Wave-Wave Interactions

In order for SRS to occur, the three waves, the incident light wave \((\omega_0, k_0)\), the reflected light wave \((\omega_1, k_1)\) and the plasma wave \((\omega_2, k_2)\) must obey their dispersion relations, \(\omega_{0,1} = \left(\omega_p^2 + c^2 k_{0,1}^2\right)^{1/2}\) and \(\omega_2 = \omega_p \left(1 + 3k_2^2\lambda_D^2\right)^{1/2}\), and the phase-matching conditions, \(\omega_0 = \omega_1 + \omega_2\), and \(k_0 = k_1 + k_2\), where \(\lambda_D = \left(k_B T_e/m_e \omega_p^2\right)^{1/2}\) is the Debye length. If \(k_2 \lambda_D \ll 1\), then \(\omega_2 \approx \omega_p\). In an underdense plasma \((\omega_p \ll \omega_0)\), these equations require that \(k_2 \equiv k_p \approx 2k_0\) (Fig. 1(a)). In the case of SBS, the dispersion relation for electron waves is replaced with that for ion waves, \(\omega_2 \approx k_2 c_s\), where \(c_s = (\gamma Z k_B T_e/M)^{1/2}\) is the ion sound speed. Since \(\omega_2 \ll \omega_0\), phase-matching requires that \(k_2 \equiv k_i \approx 2k_0\) in this case as well (Fig. 1(b)).

Coupled modes have wavenumbers \(k = k_p + mk_i\) and frequency \(\omega \approx \omega_p\), where \(m\) is any positive or negative integer⁴. When, in an underdense plasma, the ion wave is driven by SBS \((k_i \approx 2k_0)\) and the electron wave by SRS \((k_p = 2k_0 - \omega_p/c \equiv 2k_0 - \delta k)\), the \(m = 0\) mode \((|\omega, k| = |\omega_p, 2k_0 - \delta k|)\) has the same phase velocity and direction as an electron wave that would result from SRS backscattering in the absence of an ion ripple (Fig. 1(a)). The \(m = -1\) mode \((|\omega, k| = |\omega_p, k_p - k_i| \approx |\omega_p, -\delta k|)\) has the same phase velocity \((\omega_p \approx c\) for \(\omega_p \ll \omega_0)\) as, but opposite direction to, an electron wave that would result from SRS forward scattering in the absence of an ion ripple (Fig. 1(c)). The \(m = -2\) mode \((|\omega, k| = |\omega_p, k_p - 2k_i| \approx |\omega_p, -(2k_0 + \delta k)|)\) has almost the same phase velocity as, but opposite direction to, the \(m = 0\) mode (Fig. 1(d)). The presence of the SBS induced density ripple, by generating these
new modes, may reduce the growth rate of SRS⁷.

The incident CO₂ pump light wave \( k = k_0 \) may Thomson scatter from the \( m = -2 \) mode \( k = -[2k_0 + \delta k] \), obeying the same phase-matching relations as above, to give a backscattered light wave \( k = -[k_0 + \delta k] \) that is blue-shifted by \( \omega_p \) (Fig. 1(e)). The SRS reflected light \( k = -[k_0 - \delta k] \) may Thomson scatter from the \( m = -1 \) mode \( k = -\delta k \) to give a light wave \( k = -[k_0 - 2\delta k] \) that is propagating in the backward direction relative to the pump and that is red-shifted by \( 2\omega_p \), a second Stokes satellite (Fig. 1(f)). The second Stokes satellite may also scatter from the \( m = -1 \) mode, and so on; in this way the backscattered light cascades to lower frequencies.

III Simulations

A computer simulation was performed in order to determine which modes should be expected in the experiment. The particle code that was used, WAVE⁸, is a fully relativistic electromagnetic particle-in-cell code. The following parameters were chosen in order to approximate the experiment: \( k_2 \lambda_D = 0.2, (M/m)^{1/2} = 100 \), where \( M/m \) is the ion to electron mass ratio, \( \omega_0/\omega_p = 3 \) and \( v_0/c = 0.1 \), where \( v_0 \) is the oscillating velocity of an electron in the field of the laser. Shown in the backscattered light frequency spectrum, \((E_{\text{trans}}(\omega))^2\), Fig. 2(a), are: the SBS signal at \( \omega_0 \), the first Stokes line due to scattering from the \( m = 0 \) mode (SRS backscatter), an anti-Stokes line due to scattering from the \( m = -2 \) mode, and a second Stokes line, due to rescattering of the first Stokes light from the \( m = -1 \) mode. Each line is separated in frequency by \( \omega_p \). Fig. 2(a) represents the frequency spectrum at a
time when SRS and SBS were occurring simultaneously. Up to 100% of the incident light was seen to be Brillouin-backscattered in this simulation.

In order to make a better comparison with calculations of the mode-coupled wave amplitudes, another simulation was performed with a fixed amplitude ion ripple \( \langle n_1/n_0 \rangle = 20\% \) and immobile ions. In this simulation, SBS could not occur and the ripple amplitude was a constant. As shown in Fig. 2(b), which is the same as Fig. 2(a) except with a constant ion ripple, the anti-Stokes satellite was again seen in the backscattered spectrum. However, two differences between this result and that of the previous simulation were observed: the SRS was reduced considerably, and the second Stokes satellite was not observed. The reduction of SRS in the fixed ion ripple case arises from the fact that, from the start of the simulation, a large fraction of the pump light was reflected by the ripple and was thus unavailable to Raman scatter. The assertion that the second Stokes satellite is due to rescattering of the SRS backscatter explains why no second Stokes satellite was observed in the simulation with reduced SRS backscatter.

IV Experiments

The experimental arrangement was similar to the one discussed previously. The plasma waves were excited with light from a 10.6\( \mu \)m CO\(_2\) laser (10 J, 2 ns), focussed by an \( f/7.5 \) lens to a spot of diameter \( d \leq 500 \mu m \) onto an arc preionized H\(_2\) plasma. The backscattered light was diverted from the path of the incident (pump) CO\(_2\) beam by a beamsplitter. Its amplitude could then be analyzed as a function of time with a resolution of 250 ps using a liquid He cooled detector in combination with a
The plasma waves were directly detected by Thomson scattering using a 1 J, 15 ns ruby laser pulse ($\lambda = 0.6943 \mu m$), which was synchronized in time with the CO$_2$ pulse and brought transversely to a focus at the location of the CO$_2$ beam waist. The amplitude of the reimaged Thomson-scattered light was analyzed as a function of frequency by using an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) in tandem with a grating spectrograph. The frequency of the plasma wave was determined by the frequency shift of either the SRS or the Thomson scatter. Its direction relative to the pump was determined by the sign of the frequency shift. Its wavenumber was determined by adjusting the scattering angle ($\theta_s$) between the incident beam and the collection lens for the Thomson-scattered beam. This angle is uniquely determined by the wavenumber of the plasma wave, $k_s$, using the $k$-matching condition, $k_{\text{probe}} = k_s \pm k_2$, where $k_{\text{probe}}$ and $k_s$ are the wavenumbers of the ruby probe and scattered beam, respectively.

Shown in an oscilloscope trace of the image dissector output, Fig. 3, are two backscattered satellites, a red-shifted satellite on the right, resulting from the CO$_2$ laser scattering from the $m = 0$ mode (SRS), and a blue-shifted satellite on the left, resulting from the pump Thomson scattering from the $m = -2$ mode; both are shifted from the incident pump wavelength by the same amount. The unshifted line that results from SBS is not seen in Fig. 3 because it was absorbed with an absorber (SF$_6$) in order to prevent saturation of the detector. The two signals in Fig. 3 were attenuated by different amounts, and so the ratio of their amplitudes in Fig. 3 does not reflect the actual ratio.

Stokes and anti-Stokes satellite pairs are reported by Batha, et al.$^{11}$ but their
origin is attributed to enhanced Thomson scattering from hot electrons that originated at the critical layer. In the present experiment, the SRS frequency shift uniquely determined the density to be $2.0 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, much less than the critical density ($n_0/n_e = 2 \times 10^{-3}$), and estimates of the density profile indicate that no critical layer existed. Furthermore, no electrons were detected over a range of 6 to 100 KeV and with a sensitivity of $10^5 \text{ electrons/steradian/KeV}$. The anti-Stokes satellite was observed in the simulations even though a homogeneous density profile was used, and so, of course, no critical layer could have existed. For these reasons, the explanation of Batha, et al. cannot be applicable to the results of either our experiments or simulations. On the other hand, mode coupling may be relevant to their results since it may produce anti-Stokes sidebands all the way up to $n_e/4$, provided SRS and SBS coincide with each other in both space and time.

Simultaneously with the results of Fig. 3, three narrow lines in the frequency spectrum were observed with ruby Thomson scattering when the collection lens for the ruby Thomson-scattered light was at $\theta_s = 7^\circ$, the angle corresponding to $k = 2k_0(1 \pm 15\%)$; the uncertainty was due to the $4.5^\circ$ angle subtended by the collection lens. This is the wavenumber of each of the following waves: the SBS-induced ion wave, the $m = 0$ mode, and the $m = -2$ mode. The peak in the center of Fig. 4, which shows a photograph of the optical multichannel analyzer output, is due to Thomson scattering from an SBS induced ion wave. The Thomson-scattered signal from the ion wave appears unshifted in frequency because the ion-acoustic frequency, $\omega_i$, was less than the resolution of the spectrometer. The acoustic frequency was, nevertheless, measured by using a spectrometer with a greater resolution, and in this way the electron temperature was determined to be $T_e \approx 10 \text{ eV}$. The peak on
the right of Fig. 4 is due to Thomson-scattered light that is red-shifted in frequency \((\Delta f)\) by an amount that, assuming \(\Delta \omega = \omega_p\) and \(T_e = 10\) eV, is consistent with a plasma density of \(2.0 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) \((n_0/n_e = 2 \times 10^{-3})\) and a value \(k_2 \lambda_D = 0.2\). This feature was detected only when the CO\(_3\) laser was incident on the plasma and thus was not due to ruby stray light entering the spectrometer. The result \(k \lambda_D < 1\) implies that this was collective scattering. By varying the arc fill pressure and the relative timing between the preionization and the laser pulse, the plasma density could be continuously adjusted. The densities calculated from the frequency shifts of both the red-shifted SRS (Fig. 3) and the red-shifted peak of the 7\(^{th}\) ruby Thomson scattering agree within the experimental error over the density range of the experiment. The red-shifted peak in Fig. 4, therefore, appears to be due to scattering from the \(m = 0\) mode. The peak on the left of Fig. 4 is a blue-shifted satellite, which is the counterpart of the blue-shifted backscattered satellite shown in Fig. 3. It was shifted by the same frequency as, and was detected only in the presence of, the red-shifted line. Its direction and phase velocity are signatures of the \(m = -2\) mode. The amplitudes shown in Fig. 4 do not represent the actual relative amplitudes because different frequencies were attenuated by different amounts.

V Discussion and Summary

The Bragg scattering formula\(^{12}\) relates \(\hat{n}\), the perturbed electron density, to the scattered light power \((P_s)\) normalized to the incident power \((P_0)\) and applies to
both Thomson scattering and SRS in the limit of $\tilde{n}_1/n_0 \ll 1$:

$$\frac{E_s/E_0}{r_p/r_0} \approx \frac{P_s}{P_0} = \frac{1}{4} \tilde{n}_1^2 r_0^2 \lambda_{\text{probe}}^2 d^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The variable $r_0$ is the classical electron radius, $d$ is the width of the interaction region, and $r_p/r_0$ is the ratio of the ruby pulse length to the lifetime of the plasma wave. We may use the Bragg formula to determine $\tilde{n}$ of the various coupled modes from the amount of light that they scatter and compare the results with the amplitudes predicted by Barr and Chen\textsuperscript{7}.

Mode coupling theory\textsuperscript{4} predicts that the ratio of the perturbed density of the $m = -2$ mode to that of the $m = 0$ mode should be proportional to the size of the ion ripple. This prediction is in qualitative agreement with the relative amount of light scattered from these modes in the experiment for various amplitudes of the ion ripple. Specifically, the amplitude of the blue-shifted feature of the ruby Thomson-scattered spectrum (Fig. 4) appeared to be correlated with the product of the amplitudes of the red-shifted satellite and the line due to scattering from the ion wave\textsuperscript{13}. The absolute amplitudes agree with theory as well. In particular, Barr and Chen\textsuperscript{7} predict that this ratio of the perturbed density of $m = -2$ mode to that of the $m = 0$ mode may be $2\% - 10\%$ for an average ion ripple of $3\% - 10\%$. When the actual attenuation factors are taken into consideration, this prediction is found to be consistent with the ratio that was measured by both ruby Thomson scattering and backscattering (approximately $4\%$) for the same average value for the ion ripple amplitude as above, inferred from the SBS. It is also predicted\textsuperscript{7,14} that this ratio should be approximately unity for a ripple of $20\%$. A ratio of unity may indeed be inferred from the amount of light scattered in the simulation, (Fig. 2(b)), where the
ripple amplitude was also 20%.

None of the modes with values $m > 0$ or $m < -2$ were observed in the present experiment. This could be because spatial harmonics, with greater values of $k$, but comparable values of $\omega$, are more heavily Landau damped, since Landau damping increases with $v_e/\omega = v_0 k/\omega$. From the relation $v_e/\omega = |m + 1| k \lambda_D$, we see that, at the density typically used in the experiment ($k^2 \lambda_D = .2$), the values $m > 0$ and $m < -2$ correspond to $v_e/\omega \geq .4$, as compared to $v_e/\omega = .2$ for $m = 0$. This explanation is supported by the fact that we never observed the $m = 0$ mode when its value for $v_e/\omega$ was doubled to .4, which was obtained by decreasing the plasma density by a factor of four, and thereby decreasing the plasma wave frequency ($\omega \approx \omega_p$) by a factor of two, but leaving $k$ unchanged. Other authors also predict that the larger-$k$ modes would be lower in amplitude. Specifically, the waves with $k$ equal to $k = \pm 4k_0$ are predicted to have amplitudes that are 20% of the amplitudes of the waves with $k = \pm 2k_0$. We would therefore not expect to see the $k \geq 4k_0$ modes since their amplitudes would have been beneath the detection threshold in the experiment.

As is shown in Fig. 1(g), there is another way in which the blue-shifted satellite may arise. The SBS reflected light ($k \approx -k_0$) may Thomson scatter from the $m = -1$ mode ($k = -\delta k$) and result in a light wave propagating in the backscattered direction ($k = -|k_0 + \delta k|$) that is blue-shifted by $\omega_p$. This contribution to the blue-shifted satellite should be less than the contribution due to the pump Thomson scattering from the $m = -2$ mode, which is shown in Fig. 1(e), by the product of SBS reflectivity and the square of the ratio of the density perturbation of the fast ($m = -1$) to the slow ($m = -2$) counterpropagating waves,
\[(\frac{\tilde{n}_1/n_0}{\tilde{n}_1/n_0})_{fast}/(\frac{\tilde{n}_1/n_0}{\tilde{n}_1/n_0})_{slow}\]^2 \approx [(k_{fast}/k_{slow})(E_{fast}/E_{slow})]^2.\] For an ion ripple of amplitude from 3 - 18\%, as in our experiment, it is predicted\(^7,15\) that \(E_{fast}/E_{slow}\), the ratio of the electric field amplitude of the fast \((m = -1)\) wave to that of the slow \((m = -2)\) wave, varies from unity by less than 50\% \([\text{see their Fig. 3}]\). Thus \([(\tilde{n}_1/n_0)_{fast}/(\tilde{n}_1/n_0)_{slow}]^2 \sim 10^{-4} - 10^{-3}\), since \((k_{fast}/k_{slow}) \sim 0.02.\(^16\) And since the SBS reflectivity was \(\leq 10\%\), Thomson scattering of the SBS reflected light should be negligible compared to Thomson scattering of the pump, i.e. less by a factor of \(10^{-5} - 10^{-4}\).

An electron wave with the same phase velocity as the \(m = -1\) mode \([\omega, k] = [\omega_p, k_0 - k_1] = [\omega_p, -\delta k]\) may arise from a different mechanism, collinear optical mixing of the SRS reflected light \((k = -[k_0 - \delta k])\) with the SBS reflected light \((k = -k_0)\) (Fig. 1(h)). Therefore, as described in the previous paragraph, the SBS reflected light is properly \(k\)-matched to Thomson scatter from the resulting fast wave to give a blue-shifted satellite \((k = -[k_0 + \delta k])\) (Fig. 1(g)). In optical mixing, two light waves, whose frequency difference is equal to the Bohm-Gross frequency, beat to excite a plasma wave. A comparison of the growth rates shows that optical mixing is less effective than mode coupling in the regime of our experiment in exciting the fast wave.\(^13\) Even if we suppose optical mixing and mode coupling were of the same order, the contribution to the blue-shifted satellite due to Thomson scattering of the SBS reflected light from the beat wave would be less than that due to Thomson scattering of the pump from the \(m = -2\) mode by a factor of \(\leq 10\%\), the SBS reflectivity.

There are several mechanisms other than mode coupling that could also possibly give rise to a counterpropagating slow wave \((\omega_p, k \approx 2k_0)\). For instance, a
counterpropagating slow wave could conceivably result from the reflection of the copropagating slow wave from its critical layer, if one exists. It could also result if the SBS backscatter were to Raman backscatter. Finally, such a wave may be excited by the electron decay instability in which a copropagating electron wave generates an ion wave with \( k = 4k_0 - 2\delta k \) and is reflected (Fig. 1(i)). Even if they were not the result of higher order processes\(^1\), the waves that would arise from any of these competing mechanisms would not give a blue satellite. This is because, as was shown in Fig. 1(e), in order for a wave to \( k \)-match to the pump and a backscattered light wave that is blue-shifted by \( \omega_p \), it would have to have wavenumber \( k \approx -(2k_0 + \delta k) \), rather than \( -(2k_0 - \delta k) \). A similar argument may be applied to ruby Thomson scattering. The waves that would be generated by any of the competing mechanisms would have \( k \approx -(2k_0 - \delta k) \). Therefore, of the mechanisms that could drive slow counterpropagating waves, only mode coupling can explain the observed ruby and CO\(_2\) Thomson scattered spectra.

In summary, an anti-Stokes satellite in the backscattered spectrum appears to originate from Thomson scattering of the pump light from a coupled mode \( (m = -2) \) that arose from the coupling of SRS and SBS induced electron and ion waves. The amplitude of the \( m = 0 \) mode, relative to the \( m = -2 \) mode, inferred from either the ruby probe or the backscatter, supports the model of Barr and Chen\(^7\). The same appears to hold true for different values of the ion ripple. A cascading to lower frequency observed in the simulation is consistent with rescattering of the SRS backscattered light from the \( m = -1 \) mode. Finally, since the slow counterpropagating waves that could be excited by any competing mechanisms are not phase-matched, only mode coupling can explain the observed scattered spectra.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Wavenumber matching diagrams for: A) fundamental scattering processes (a,b); B) mode-coupling processes (c-f); C) alternative mechanisms (g-i). Solid curves: electrostatic waves; open arrows: light waves; striped arrows: idler or scattering waves. In each diagram, the initiating wave is at the upper left. (a) SRS, or production of the Stokes satellite from the m = 0 mode. (b) SBS. (c) Production of the m = -1 coupled mode. (d) Production the m = -2 mode. (e) Scattering of the pump light from the m = -2 mode to give the blue satellite. (f) Scattering of the Stokes satellite from the m = -1 mode to give the second Stokes satellite. (g) Alternative production of the blue satellite by scattering of the SBS-reflected light from the m = -1 mode. (h) Alternative production of the m = -1 mode by optical mixing of backscattered waves. (i) Alternative production of a backward slow wave by electron decay of forward wave into a backward wave and an ion wave.

Figure 2. Infrared backscattered frequency spectra from computer simulations: The horizontal axes are in units of frequency, normalized to the plasma frequency; \( \omega / \omega_p = 3 \) corresponds to \( \omega_0 \), the incident light frequency. (a) Results from a computer simulation that models the experiment. The peaks from right to left are the result of scattering from: the m = -2 mode, the ion wave, the m = 0 mode, the m = -1 mode. (b) Results from a simulation with a constant ion ripple (20%) and immobile ions. The peaks are the same as in (a) except for a reduced SRS amplitude and the absence of a second Stokes satellite.

Figure 3. Experimentally measured frequency spectrum of the infrared backscat-
Figure 4. Frequency spectrum of the ruby Thomson-scattered light: the \( m = 0 \) coupled mode (right), the ion wave (center) and the \( m = -2 \) coupled mode (left).
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The graph shows the relationship between $\omega$ and $(E_{\text{trans}}(\omega))^2$ in arbitrary units. The x-axis represents $\omega/\omega_p$ and the y-axis represents $(E_{\text{trans}}(\omega))^2$. The peak at $\omega_0$ indicates a sharp resonance.
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